North Sea Gas
Folk Music From Scotland

“This hugely entertaining band”
Edinburgh Evening News
Thirty two years and stronger than ever!! One of Scotland’s most popular folk bands with
great vocals and tremendous three part harmonies. Guitars, Mandolin, Fiddle, Bouzouki,
Whistles, Bodhrans, Banjo and good humour are all part of the entertainment. They have
received Gold and Silver disc awards from the Scottish Music Industry Association and
regularly have sell out shows at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe!!
They have recorded 15 albums and are constantly adding new material to their show. Their
latest album “Tak A Dram Afore Ye Go” Will be released in July/August 2011 and will
feature heavily in their festival show at The Acoustic Music Centre. St Brides, August the
20th 8pm. Their previous album “Edinburgh Toon” was recorded live in ”The Lot”,
Grassmarket, Edinburgh in 2009 and proved as popular as all their other recordings!!
“The album is offered in the spirit of enjoyment, and in that it succeeds
superbly” Alasdair Maclean (The Scots Magazine).
Their previous album “Rosslyn” received wonderful reviews from folk magazines,
newspapers etc including Dirty Linen (USA), the Scots Magazine, and The Living Tradition.
Their show, in the same way as their albums, consist of traditional, contemporary and selfpenned material all put together in a style of their own . This proves popular during their
regular tours of Scotland, America, Canada, Germany, Austria, and many other
destinations every year also in TV and Radio appearances both sides of the Atlantic
including “Late Night Saturday” and “Woodsongs Old Time Radio Hour” one of the biggest
radio shows in the USA .In 2008 they recorded for Chinese television with an estimated
audience of 800 million. A highlight of any bands career.
“The Trio's rousing chorus songs and resonantly red blooded harmonies
place them among such august company as The McCalman's and The Corries,
or Ireland's The Clancy Brothers,”
(The Scotsman 2010)
Over the last few years the band has played in “Istanbul” for the British Consulate St
Andrews Ball !! and will return again in 2011. Besides the bands regular tours abroad in the
last few years they have endeavoured to take their show to the theatres, art centre's and
community halls around Scotland. Touring and seeing their native land is something the
band really enjoys.
The band will be in the recording studios once more during February/March 2011 recording
what will be their 15th album, “Tak A Dram Afore Ye Go” will be released in the summer of
2011.
We could say more but put simply “North Sea Gas” are a highly entertaining Scottish folk
band who have an ever-growing fan base ranging through all age groups thus giving the
“Gas” show a wonderful atmosphere.

“ No airs and graces just fantastic music” …
EdinburghGuide.com (Edin/Festival 2007)
“Through their work they introduce audiences to the wider world of the
folk tradition and its Riches”
John O’Regan Living Tradition (Magazine)
“They remain naturally at home on the folk -club and village hall circuit
as they are on the bigger stages, expertly working in plenty of deadpan
pawky humour” !!

the Scotsman 2010
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North Sea Gas
31 August, 2007 - 08:36 — Mairi Anderson
Venue: Acoustic Music Centre @ St. Bride's
Performers:
and Dave Gilfillan (guitar, banjo, vocals); Ronnie "Mac"
MacDonald (guitar, bouzouki, harmony vocals); Grant
Simpson (electric fiddle, harmony vocals)
North Sea Gas have struck gold again with a new show and
new album Rosslyn. After a hectic three week Fringe
schedule I arrived at the Acoustic Music Centre rather tired,
footsore and weary. Ten minutes later I was singing,
clapping and stomping along, laughing and thoroughly
enjoying a first class evening of entertainment - that's the
North Sea Gas effect!
Playing to a full and enthusiastic house, the band treated us to an evening of wonderful music, laughter
and fun. I've never heard North Sea Gas give a bad concert and I'm sure now that they wouldn't know
how.
There is a wonderful warmth and integrity to North Sea Gas. They clearly love what they do and that
enjoyment ripples through the audience. They have a terrific knack of drawing people in to their own
blend of traditional and modern Scottish and Irish folk music. The music is very much a shared
experience and there is a very genuine appreciation of their fans.
When Dave Gilfillan, who founded North Sea Gas, thanks the audience for being there you know he
means it. At one stage Ronnie MacDonald (Mac) says to the others "Can you feel the love?" and they
jokingly respond "Naw, that's just the lights!" The love is real and tangible though - to and from the
band. Too often local bands change when they become well known and travel the world, but not North
Sea Gas. They are the same down to earth, straight talking guys they have always been. There are no
airs and graces, just fantastic music.
The current line up of Dave, Mac and Grant Simpson work so well together. Their vocal harmonies are
rich, melodic and a sheer joy to the ear. The creative use of a range of instruments including mandolin
and mandola is innovative and inspiring. Their musicianship is first class.
It's a pleasure to see how they support one another so that each of the trio have a chance to shine. There
are no egos battling here, just three guys with a deep love of music exploring how to constantly
improve and make the experience more interesting each time.
North Sea Gas have kept their loyal fan base through a unique formula:- preserve the beat of the old,
add the best of the new and have fun with it. (I won't say that the same could be said of the line up as I
am ages with the more mature band members!) They constantly come up with new arrangements and
variations on old singalong classics like Killiecrankie; I Will Go and Bonnie Lass O'Fyvie and
everyone enjoys joining in. They also introduce the audience to wonderful new songs like Karine
Polwart's Follow the heron which is magical, poetic and melodic. The last bit of the winning formula is
the humour which runs through each show:- the banter, the jokes and the audience participation
numbers like Matt McGinn's The job song with their added verse.
Grant Simpson is a phenomenal fiddle player. He has settled so well now, vocally and instrumentally
and has brought yet more freshness to their music. He can play that fiddle like a man possessed. North
Sea Gas's music carries them and us to a place where it's impossible not to feel good - even without
whisky!
The Fringe set showcases the new CD which also has new material and creative arrangements of old
favourites.
North Sea Gas were not allowed to leave without an encore, naturally, and they finished again with the
wonderful Our Town.

Dave Gilfillan's amazing voice just keeps getting better. It is a rich, deep expansive sound which
reverberates around the room, making you laugh and cry by turns and proud to be Scottish / Irish and a
fan of the timeless North Sea Gas.
The only downside of their international success is that we don't see enough of them in Edinburgh.
They are about to tour America again. Haste ye back boys, we all miss you!
http://www.northseagas.co.uk
© Mairi Anderson, 26 August 2007. First published on www.edinburghguide.com
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North Sea Gas in Concert - (p125)
Drams
Music Folk music
Band Dave Gilfillan (guitar, banjo, vocals); Ronnie "Mac" MacDonald (guitar, bouzouki, harmony
vocals);
Grant Simpson (electric fiddle, harmony vocals)
Venue Acoustic Music Centre, (venue 123)
Address St Bride's Orwell Terrace
Date 19 August 2006
Reviewer Julian Davis
After an absence from the Fringe of two years, it was with
anticipation and excitement that the many disciples of one of
Edinburgh's finest and successful folk bands welcomed back
North Sea Gas and a slightly slimmer than I last
remembered, Dave Gilfillan to the steeply terraced
auditorium of the Acoustic Music Centre. It's a great venue
to be able to see the group perform and the acoustics are
exceptionally good as many converted churches are.
However, in that aspect also lies one of the problems with
seeing a band like this. Those of you who have followed the
various line ups over the 26 years since they first burst upon
the scene at the White Hart Inn in the Grassmarket but more importantly and particularly for most, at
Platform One in the Caledonian Hotel (among many other
temporary venues) will remember nights of the banter back
and forth with Dave and hearty singing and clapping as the
beer flowed. The festival setting with its regimented rows of
seats and tight inflexible time schedules do not necessarily sit
well with this informal concept and the performance appeared
similarly sanitised.
North Sea Gas

That's not to say that it wasn't good - it was up to the usual
high standards of musicianship and harmony that we have
come to expect from this band. Obviously with an album
recently released called Lochanside they chose to showcase it
North Sea Gas-Germany 2006
and perform excellent renditions of many of those tracks North Sea Gas
The Gallowa Hills, I'm looking for a job, Tunes (jigs and reels
comprising Jig of Slurs, Stan Chapman's and McArthur's Road), A little bit more, Sae will we yet, Shift
and Spin, Joseph Baker and The Overgate being among those selected.
There were several occasions where the audience could clap along or help out singing a refrain, and
there were many occasions for tall and ribald tales to be told as the sharp wit of Mr Gilfillan still
pervaded. We also had time for a silly song in Paradimethylaminobenzaldehyde (hope I spelt that right)
a sort of supercalifragilistic type song recounting NSG's ingredients for a successful cocktail,
beautifully sung by Dave and showing that he has lost none of his infamous vocal strength. The I'm
looking for a job, carefully updated to include reference to our dear Holyrood politicians, gave us a
brief chance for a sing along combined with actions - take a bow the audience! It was great to see
"Mac" back and just as amiable as before. His playing and harmonies augment Davie's powerful tones

well. And Grant's fiddle playing is just exquisite - a rose between two thorns? But there was only time
for two from older material - the Haughs O' Cromdale from Schiehallion and Our town from Dark
Island. I can understand the need for a disciplined show for the Fringe venue; perhaps the new line up
reflects a certain slight change in direction which allows the undoubted multi instrumental talents of the
group to shine through, but I left with throat barely warmed up let alone hoarse. I left with a slightly
deflated feeling that maybe all those nights of raucous singing of Wild Rover, Irish Rover or Will ye no
come back again are possibly passed? I do hope not - for all the old fans' sake.
I do look forward to the chance of once again hearing Dave 'folk' it up, but it's still good to see them
back even if it is in restrained mode.
© Julian Davis 21/08/2006. Published on www.edinburghguide.com

